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Introduction

T he treatment period in orthodontic treatment is one 
of the major concerns for patients wearing fixed 

appliances.[1] There has always been an interest among 
orthodontic patients to have their treatment completed 
as early as possible. Moreover, an accurate estimate of 
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Background and Aim: Various methods to accelerate the orthodontic tooth 
movement have been used, among which corticotomy is considered to be the most 
common one. The suggested reasoning for such acceleration was the regional 
acceleratory phenomenon (RAP). Since the RAP is a property of both the hard 
and soft tissues, we designed a soft tissue flap procedure to compare the effects 
with the conventional corticotomy procedure. A split-mouth study was conducted 
where the two procedures were assessed in a single participant. Patients and 
Methods: The total sample size was calculated to be 40 with 20 participants in 
each group. The rate of tooth movement was the primary outcome measure, and 
the secondary outcomes were dentoalveolar changes, which were studied in both 
the conventional corticotomy and the flap‑only procedure based on a cone‑beam 
computed tomography (CBCT) wherein the alveolar bone density (BD) around 
canines, tipping, and rotational changes in canines, premolars, and molars were 
assessed. Results: Corticotomy resulted in greater canine angulation, lesser 
canine rotation and premolar rotation, and greater molar rotation compared with 
flap elevation, but these differences were statistically insignificant. Conclusion: 
Though the corticotomy resulted in higher BD, the differences were statistically 
insignificant. There was no significant difference in the rate of space closure 
assessed by the two techniques compared.

Keywords: Accelerating tooth movement, bone density, corticotomy, flap 
elevation, rate of tooth movement
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treatment duration would also be helpful to the clinician 
for proper office management.[2] This issue of prolonged 
treatment time may cause adult patients to avoid 
orthodontic treatment or seek other methods with lesser 
treatment duration with less optimal results. Therefore, 
the main challenge in orthodontic research is to search 
for methods that decrease the treatment duration without 
compromising the outcome.[3]

Orthodontists have tried various methods to accelerate the 
treatment process using surgical methods, drugs, lasers, 
and other nonsurgical interventions.[1,4–9] The corticotomy 
procedure has been widely used as a surgical method 
to accelerate the treatment time. The rationale behind 
this is the regional acceleratory phenomenon (RAP) 
described by Frost (1983), which is a local reaction of 
the hard and soft tissues to the noxious stimulus, which 
accelerates the healing ability of the tissues.[10,11] The 
corticotomy procedure that was first introduced by Kole 
is usually performed broadly by raising the flap, and the 
cortical bone is scored in the interdental areas.[12] Another 
less‑invasive modification is where there is no need for 
flap reflection; instead, micro‑osteoperforations are done 
with the help of mini-implants.[13] The recent systematic 
review on corticotomy has concluded that such procedures 
fasten the treatment duration by 2- to 2.3-fold.[14] Based 
on literature evidence that elevation of a full-thickness 
mucoperiosteal flap alone (without cortical bone cuts) 
induced RAP, we designed our study to compare the effects 
of a full‑thickness flap against those of a corticotomy 
procedure.[15–17] All the existing procedures related to 
accelerating tooth movement always involve some or the 
other form of bone injury. There has been no study in the 
literature, which assessed the effect of soft tissue procedure 
alone on acceleration. There are ample studies in the 
literature assessing the various methods of bone injury 
including micro-osteoperforation and single corticotomy 
cut[18,19] as an alternative to the conventional corticotomy 
procedure, but there was a lacuna when it comes to a 
procedure involving only the soft tissues. Hence, the aim 
of this study was to compare the acceleration potential of 
a soft tissue flap‑only procedure with a single corticotomy 
cut with regard to the rate of canine retraction.

With the advent of cone-beam computed tomography 
(CBCT), a plethora of information was made available 
to orthodontists. Sectional imaging gives an insight 
into the inclinations, angulations, and rotations of every 
single tooth in the arch before and after treatment. The 
primary outcome of the study is to assess the rate of 
canine retraction, and the secondary outcomes included 
the CBCT‑based assessment of dentoalveolar changes 
including the alveolar bone density (BD), angulation, 
rotations of canines, premolars, and molars.

Materials and Methods
Patients and study design
The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the 
Institutional Ethical Committee of Sri Venkateswara 
Dental College and Hospital, Chennai, India (SVDC/
IRB/2/2016). We obtained written informed consent in 
English and vernacular language from participants and 
included those who fulfilled the selection criteria. The 
surgical intervention was clearly explained to the patient 
before getting consent. The sample size was calculated 
as 40 with 20 participants in each group using G*Power 
v.3.1 software and assuming an alpha error value of 0.05 
with 85% power, employing statistical data from a study 
by Deepak et al.[20]

Inclusion criteria included patients in the age group 
of 15–25 years with good oral hygiene and class I 
bimaxillary protrusion requiring extraction of all the first 
premolars for their treatment. Patients were randomly 
allocated to both groups irrespective of gender with 
20 patients in each group. The patients with periodontal 
diseases, marginal bone loss, systemic bone disorders, 
metal fillings, crown and bridgework, and systemic 
diseases, which may influence the movement, were 
excluded from the study.

After recruiting the patients, pretreatment orthodontic 
records of orthopantomogram (OPG), lateral 
cephalogram, study models, and photographs were taken. 
All the cases were set up with McLaughlin, Bennett, 
Trevisi (MBT) 0.022×0.028 slot (3M Victory Series, 
USA), and transpalatal bars were used for anchorage 
preservation. The extraction of all the first premolars 
was performed before setup. The wire sequence 
followed was 0.016 NiTi, 17×25 NiTi, 19×25 NiTi 
19×25 Stainless steel (SS). At the stage of 19×25 SS, 
the patients were subjected to a CBCT scan. A CBCT 
scanner (SkyVIEW, MyRay) with exposure settings of 
90 kVp, 92 mAs, and medium field of view (FOV) was 
used in all the patients.

The interventions were randomly allocated to each 
half of the arch by the flip coin method. If heads are 
turned up, the right side of the arch will be subjected to 
corticotomy with flap reflection and one single osteotomy 
cut equivalent to the depth of 102 bur in the premolar 
extraction site, which was considered experimental 
group I. If the tail turns up, the left side was subjected 
to a similar procedure. The contralateral side was 
accordingly subjected to only flap reflection without any 
corticotomy cuts, which were considered experimental 
group II. A single operator did both procedures for all 
the patients to rule out inter-operator bias. Cohen’s 
kappa was used to obtain intraexaminer reliability, and 
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the minimum level of reliability was set at κ >0.6. 
Once the soft tissue full‑thickness flap was elevated 
and corticotomy was done, suturing was done after both 
procedures, which were removed after a week. Patients 
were followed up for any postoperative swelling and 
pain. Immediately after procedures, individual canine 
retractions were initiated in all the patients with NiTi 
coil springs on 19×25 SS wire. A force of 150 grams, 
measured with a Dontrix gauge, was delivered to the 
canines on both sides. The distance between the canine 
and the second premolar was noted before the start of 
activation and was measured once after every activation 
done at four weeks of interval with a digital caliper at 
the point of maximum convexity of the surfaces. The 
metal arms of digital calipers were autoclaved after each 
measurement. When the canine contacted the mesial 
surface of the second premolar, it was considered the 
end of canine retraction and the CBCT was repeated.

Primary outcome
The primary outcome was the rate of space closure 
between the distal surface of canine and the mesial 
surface of the second premolar, which was measured at 
the point of maximum convexity intraorally at monthly 
intervals at every activation as T0, T1, T2, etc., till the 
end of space closure.

CBCT assessment
The primary outcome was the rate of space closure, and 
the secondary outcome was the angulation and rotation 
of canine, premolar, and molar, molar anchor loss, and 
alveolar density between canine and second premolar 
regions. The angulation of canine, premolar, and molars 
was assessed relative to a plane perpendicular to the 
occlusal plane, which will form the zero line from where 
the degree of rotations will be measured. The rotation 
of canine, premolar, and molar was assessed relative to 
the midpalatal plane as the zero line. Mesial-out rotation 
was measured for canines, and mesial-in rotations 
were assessed for premolars and molars. One single 
radiologist assessed all the CBCT images for eliminating 
interobserver variability. After CBCT images, the 
subjects were followed up for further anterior space 
closure and finishing.

Statistical analysis and report
The rate of retraction and the differences in canine, 
premolar, and molar tooth angulations, rotations, and 
the average BD between the canine and the premolar, 
before and after corticotomy and flap‑only procedures, 
were measured by CBCT analysis. All the parameters 
were compared with statistical analysis using Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software 
version 20 using paired and unpaired t-tests for 
intra- and intergroup comparison, respectively.

Results
Since there was a dropout of two patients, the analysis 
was conducted on 18 patients.

Tooth Angulation Analysis [Figures 1 and 2].

Canine angulation
The mean canine angulations in the corticotomy 
procedure and flap procedure were 10.3 and 7.93 degrees, 
respectively. This implies that corticotomy resulted in 
greater canine angulation compared with flaps. Statistical 
analysis with an independent-samples t-test showed that 
the difference in the canine angulations between both 
groups was statistically insignificant (P = 0.403) [Table 1].

Premolar angulation
The mean premolar angulations in the corticotomy 
procedure and flap procedure were ‑0.29 and 0.72 degrees, 
respectively. This implies that corticotomy resulted in 
negative premolar angulation compared with a slight 
positive angulation with flaps. Statistical analysis with 
an independent-samples t‑test showed that the difference 
in the premolar angulations between both groups was 
statistically insignificant (P = 0.657) [Table 1].

Molar angulation
The mean molar angulations in the corticotomy procedure 
and flap procedure were ‑2.3 and ‑2.08 degrees, respectively. 
This implies that corticotomy resulted in slightly greater 
negative angulation compared with flaps. Statistical analysis 
with an independent- samples t-test showed that the 
difference in molar angulations between both groups was 
statistically insignificant (P = 0.893) [Table 1].

CBCT analysis was also used to measure the rotation of 
teeth in the two different procedures.

Tooth rotation analysis [Figures 3 and 4]

Canine rotation
The mean canine rotations in the corticotomy procedure 
and flap procedure were 5.63 and 5.80 degrees, 
respectively. This implies that corticotomy resulted in 
lesser canine rotation compared with flaps. Statistical 

Figure 1: Pretreatment tipping assessment of canine, premolar, and molar
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Table 1: Comparison of density and angulation assessment of canine, premolar, and molar of both groups (values are 
in degrees)

Groups n Mean SD SE Mean difference t P
Density Group 1 18 804.85 213.66 50.36 6.27 0.086 0.932

Group 2 18 798.57 225.89 53.24
Canine tipping Group 1 18 10.33 6.97 1.64 2.40 0.846 0.403

Group 2 18 7.93 9.81 2.31
Premolar tipping Group 1 18 -0.29 6.26 1.48 -1.01 -0.448 0.657

Group 2 18 0.72 7.25 1.71
Molar tipping Group 1 18 -2.33 5.46 1.29 -0.25 -0.136 0.893

Group 2 18 -2.08 5.57 1.31
Canine rotation Group 1 18 5.64 8.48 2.00 -0.16 -0.062 0.951

Group 2 18 5.81 7.77 1.83
Premolar rotation Group 1 18 0.08 9.14 2.15 -0.31 -0.101 0.92

Group 2 18 0.39 9.29 2.19
Molar rotation Group 1 18 0.47 5.38 1.27 1.24 0.692 0.493

Group 2 18 -0.78 5.40 1.27

analysis with an independent-samples t-test showed that 
the difference in canine rotations between both groups 
was statistically insignificant (P = 0.951) [Table 1].

Premolar rotation
The mean premolar rotations in the corticotomy 
procedure and flap procedure were 0.08 and 0.39 degrees, 
respectively. This implies that corticotomy resulted in 
lesser premolar rotation compared with flaps. Statistical 
analysis with an independent-samples t-test showed that 
the difference in premolar rotations between both groups 
was statistically insignificant (P = 0.92) [Table 1].Figure 2: Posttreatment tipping assessment of canine, premolar, and molar

Figure 3: (a‑c) Pretreatment rotation analysis in the maxillary arch; (d‑f) Pretreatment rotation analysis in the mandibular arch

a b c

d e f
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Molar rotation
The mean molar rotations in the corticotomy procedure 
and flap procedure were 0.47 and ‑0.78 degrees, 
respectively. This implies that corticotomy resulted 
in slightly positive rotation compared with negative 
rotation with flaps. Statistical analysis with an 
independent- samples t‑test showed that the difference 
in molar rotation between both groups was statistically 
insignificant (P = 0.493) [Table 1].

BD between the canine and the premolar 
[Figures 5 and 6]
In comparison between the flap method and conventional 
corticotomy, the BD between the canine and the 
premolar, that is., the extracted alveolar region, showed 

Table 2: Comparison of rate of space closure in both 
groups (values are in mm)

Time period Flap (GRP II) Corticotomy (GRP I) P 
Mean SD Mean SD

T0–T1 1.65 0.40 1.86 0.30 0.125
T1–T2 1.48 0.32 1.55 0.32 0.134
T2–T3 1.38 0.34 1.43 0.43 0.554
T3–T4 1.36 0.35 1.44 0.32 0.154
T4–T5 1.36 0.41 1.40 0.34 0.164

slight differences with the mean BD with corticotomy 
at 804.85 and flap treatment at 798.57. Though the 
corticotomy resulted in higher density, the differences 
were not statistically significant. Statistical analysis 

Figure 4: (a‑c) Posttreatment rotation analysis in the maxillary arch; (d‑f) Posttreatment rotation analysis in the mandibular arch

a b c

d e f

Figure 5: Pre treatment bone density in (a)43 region (b)13 region (c)33 region (d)23 region
a b c d
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with an independent-samples t-test showed that the 
difference in the bone densities between both groups 
was statistically insignificant (P = 0.932) [Table 1].

Rate of space closure with both procedures
In comparison between the flap method and corticotomy 
procedure, there was no significant difference in the rate 
of space closure assessed between the canine and the 
second premolar [Table 2].

Discussion
Orthodontic treatment time ranges from 25 to 35 months 
for extraction patients. Prolonged orthodontic treatment 
times are always a burden for both the patient and the 
orthodontist since they are associated with increased root 
resorption, periodontal problems, decalcification as white 
spot lesions, and decreased patient compliance.[7,21–23] 
The treatment time can be best reduced by influencing 
the rate of tooth movement.

Corticotomy has been used as a method of accelerating 
tooth movement in many studies. This remains still 
a popular methodology despite the introduction of 
other means such as chemicals such as drug-related 
acceleration, lasers, and vibration methods.[24–26] The 
rate of tooth movement is almost doubled with the 
corticotomy procedure. This increase in the rate of tooth 
movement is due to the insult inculcated to the bone and 
the RAP that gets induced after that.[27]

The remodeling of alveolar bone is the key component 
of orthodontic tooth movement, and bone remodeling 
is accelerated during wound healing. It was suggested 
that cuts between the teeth could provide faster tooth 
movement,[14] but this was viewed as unnecessarily 
invasive and was not widely accepted. Remodeling of 
mineralized tissue is an inflammatory response activating 

the localized cell population, which in turn attracts 
circulating osteoclast precursors. Bone remodeling 
cells are recruited to the site of remodeling faster if 
an additional inflammatory stimulus is given.[10,11,28,29] 
The RAP is a response of the tissues to a noxious 
stimulus that facilitates healing[30] The RAP, a response 
of both the hard and soft tissues, is characterized by 
acceleration of the normal cellular activities to aid in 
healing. In hard tissues such as the alveolar bone, the 
RAP is characterized by increased activation of the 
basic multicellular units (BMUs), which accelerates 
ongoing cellular activity.[10,31–33] So far, in the orthodontic 
literature, the hard tissue involvement is only taken 
into consideration and corticotomy has been widely 
investigated. Very few studies such as Owen et al. have 
reported on the effects of soft tissue procedures on tooth 
movement acceleration. Owen et al. reported that the 
flap‑only surgery showed a lesser rate of tooth movement 
as compared to the other conventional techniques 
reported previously,[22,27,32–35] but he concluded that due 
to the limited effects it may not be justified for tooth 
movement acceleration. This was in contradiction with 
our study where we compared the regular corticotomy 
procedure with a flap‑alone procedure. In the present 
study, the rate of acceleration remained the same for 
conventional and minimally invasive flap procedures. 
This is because the full‑thickness flap is capable of 
inducing a resorptive activity of the alveolar bone as 
shown by various studies from periodontal literature. 
This is in concordance with the various periodontal 
studies, which have reported resorptive activity of 
alveolar bone after full‑thickness flap procedures.[16,17,36]

Imaging is an essential diagnostic component in addition 
to the clinical assessment of dental patients. The 
introduction of panoramic radiography in the 1960s and 

Figure 6: Post treatment alveolar bone density in (a)13 region (b)23 region (c) 33 region (d) 43 region
a b c d
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its widespread acceptance in the 1970s and 1980s led to 
a major change in dental radiology, helping clinicians 
provide a two-dimensional yet comprehensive image 
of the orofacial region. The introduction of CBCT led 
to a major shift in the paradigm of two-dimensional to 
three-dimensional approaches, data reconstruction, and 
image processing.[11,29] CBCT has been used variedly 
in dentistry and orthodontic practice in particular.[37] 
This study highlights yet another innovative use of this 
technique.

Although corticotomy and most of the studies compared 
only the rate of retraction of various methods, the BD, 
angulation, and rotation of teeth around the corticotomy 
sites were hardly studied parameters. In our study, we 
analyzed all these parameters using a CBCT scan. The 
results of our study were similar to those of the study 
conducted by Owen KM et al.[32] where the BD of 
the medullary bone decreased. In our study, the flap 
elevation procedure produced a limited bone insult, 
which was similar to other studies in periodontology 
where a full‑thickness flap alone resulted in bone 
loss.[16,17,22,28,34–36,38,39]

Conclusions
There was no statistically significant difference in canine, 
premolar, and molar angulations in both corticotomy 
and flap elevation procedures. There was no statistically 
significant difference in canine, premolar, and molar 
rotations in both corticotomy and flap elevation 
procedures. Corticotomy and minimally invasive flap 
elevation procedures had no statistically significant 
difference in the rate of tooth movement, dentoalveolar 
changes, or BD. Within the limits of the current study, 
we conclude that both the soft tissue flap‑only procedure 
and a single-cut corticotomy accelerated the rate of 
retraction similarly. Further randomized controlled 
trials (RCTs) with more sample sizes will be required 
to confirm this finding since this was the first attempt 
to study the effect of a soft tissue procedure alone on 
acceleration.
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